Explicit water molecular dynamics study of the mobility of halide ions in presence of ionene oligocations.
We present explicit water molecular dynamics simulations of solutions of aliphatic 3,3- and 6,6-ionene oligocations neutralized with (i) fluoride, chloride, bromide, or iodide counterions, respectively, or (ii) with a 1:1 mixture of chloride and bromide anions in presence of a low molecular weight salt at 298 K. The SPC/E model was used to describe water molecules. Results of the simulation are presented in form of the pair distribution functions between various atoms on the ionene oligoion and counterions in solution. In addition, we were interested in the dynamics of counterions around model ionenes. We showed that counterions residing in the vicinity of the oligoion exchange rapidly with those in the bulk solution, with the frequency depending on the nature of the counterion and on the charge density of the oligoion. We calculated the average residence times of the various counterion species to the oligoions and proposed the model which divides the counterions into "free" and "bound" and calculated the fraction of "free" counterions. In the second part of the study, we investigated interaction of the sodium chloride and sodium bromide, being simultaneously present in the solution, with differently charged ionenes in water. The selectivity effect was clearly observed: bromide ions tend to replace chloride ions in the immediate vicinity of the ionene oligoions. Simulation results are discussed in light of our recent measurements of thermodynamic and transport properties of aqueous ionene solutions.